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Short Description

Based on the award-winning SteelSeries Siberia Full-size Headset, the v2 features major enhancements in sound quality, comfort
and its microphone. Every element of the v2 has been optimized for pro gaming, making the headset a preferred piece of
equipment for the worlds' best competitive PC gamers - the most demanding headset users in the world.

Sporting 25% larger 50mm driver units, the SteelSeries Siberia Full-size Headset dramatically boosts overall acoustic performance.
Experience a rich and detailed soundscape from immersive atmospheric background music to precise 3D positional sounds of
footsteps, gunfire and more.

 

Description

Product Details:
Based on the award-winning SteelSeries Siberia Full-size Headset, the v2 features major enhancements in sound quality, comfort
and its microphone. Every element of the v2 has been optimized for pro gaming, making the headset a preferred piece of
equipment for the worlds' best competitive PC gamers - the most demanding headset users in the world.

Sporting 25% larger 50mm driver units, the SteelSeries Siberia Full-size Headset dramatically boosts overall acoustic performance.
Experience a rich and detailed soundscape from immersive atmospheric background music to precise 3D positional sounds of
footsteps, gunfire and more.

The close type ear cups feature thick leather padded cushions built from sound dampening foam, designed to offer passive noise
reduction from loud surroundings and improve comfort over prolonged use. A virtually invisible uni-directional microphone can be
retracted from the left ear cup, optimized for essential voice communications.

The v2 remains lightweight and its trademark headband suspension construction makes it extremely comfortable for use over
long periods of time.

The USB version features a 7.1 virtual sound USB soundcard that which is a great alternative for your on-board soundcard.The USB
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version supports the following systems: Win XP/Vista/Win 2000/Win 98/Win ME. The USB sound card is compatible with Mac,
however the software is only available for Windows operating systems.

Features

Features:

Closed type headphones
Pull-out microphone
Crystal clear high, low and mid-tones
50mm driver units
Lightweight suspension construction
Integrated volume control located on the cord
Virtual Surround 7.1 USB Soundcard

Specifications

Specifications:

Headphones

Frequency response: 10 - 28.000 Hz
Impedance: 32 Ohm
SPL@1kHz, 1Vrms: 112 dB
Cable length: 9 feet (with extension cord)
Jack: 1/8"

 

Microphone

Frequency response: 50 - 16.000 Hz
Pick up pattern: Uni-directional
Sensitivity: -38 dB

 

Soundcard

USB: 2.0
Surround sound: Virtual 7.1
Equalizer: 12 channels
Jack: 2 x 1/8" (USB cable included)
Operating systems: Win XP/Vista/Win 2000/Win 98/Win ME/Mac OS (only driver support)
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Additional Information

Brand Steelseries

SKU 51103-D

Weight 4.0000

Ear Connection Circumaural

Connection Type USB

Special Price $82.49


